
WhistleBlower History
Where Do You Go For Help When Your Telephone And E-Mail Are Hacked In A Long Running Pattern Of Criminal Retaliation?

History: Three SunTrust Bank Executive Vice Presidents were fired in 2004 for accounting improprieties during a major Securities 
and Exchange Commission investigation. I was hired by that bank for their first McKinsey Client Team, my twenty years there 
provided privileged perspectives on their operations. A deceptive telephone call telling me a valued coworker was pushed to 
suicide by these problems prompted me to talk with the SEC in March 2005 about my friend’s death and long running major 
accounting irregularities that had not been mentioned in the press, see ReportingWrongdoing.com* for details.

Shortly thereafter, the continual telephone and e-mail disruptions, thefts, threats, vandalism, equipment sabotage, the 
slashing and staining of clothing and personal items and the stalk and smear campaign that CONTINUE TODAY intensified.

Two attempts on my life were set up to look like and cause automobile accidents. The main drive belt on my van was slashed 
while I was parked overnight near I-85 in Atlanta. I lost power steering as I accelerated into a high, curved I-85 overpass in rush 
hour traffic the next morning. A year later, a water bottle in my van was drugged so I would pass out if I drank from it while driving. 
My car was totaled in a set up accident in 2005 and the other driver’s contact information was later stolen from my home.

Intentional Cellphone Disruption - I watched telephone calls come into my Verizon Blackberry and saw both the calling 
numbers and the voice mail messages disappear before I could get to them. My Blackberry’s ring volume and wireless options are 
often changed as if they are under someone else’s control. SMobile Systems Cellphone Security Software, a federal government 
favorite, would NOT install on my Blackberrys. I had bizarre responses from many of my outgoing telephone calls and no 
responses from the thousands of marketing contacts I made. Verizon claimed they did NOT know anything about Cellphone 
Spyware and they did NOT respond to repeated written requests for help. Google: Cellphone Spying to see how it works. 

A Goon who was sent to threaten me said,  “Your life and your business will be slowly strangled...”  “Your house will become 
uninhabitable.” And,  “In a digital world anything can be hacked.”  He was right, it IS economic strangulation.

Silverware and jewelry are usually left untouched, it’s not the work of petty criminals. The 
perpetrators are technically sophisticated and get cooperation from Atlanta locksmiths. Many of 
the incidents show a vicious, twisted desire to dominate, control and inflict emotional distress. 
Mobbing incidents and dirty tricks are staged to try to discredit me and isolate me from help.

When my van was ransacked July 2011, visible, easily pawn-able items like sterling silver flatware 
were left untouched. The thieves knew to dig through the back of my van to steal a small, seven 
year old HP iPaq personal organizer (it stored data), a small Sony MZ-RH1 HiMD Minidisc recorder 
used for high quality recordings (it also stored data), a bag of sabotaged equipment (evidence), a 
voice amplifier and a satchel of computer software I used for my Happiness Habit® programs. 

Banks maintain close ties with law enforcement agencies, they all look the other way when 
whistleblowers are silenced. Corporate whistleblowers are often harassed and smeared.

Both my laptops were sabotaged in one week in November 2009. My Internet laptop crashed when 
I downloaded an update from my HappinessBlog.com Wordpress console. My writing laptop, 
which never touched the Internet for security reasons, crashed when I connected it to a HP laser 
printer I kept in my van. All of my recovery discs, including discs for my Adobe Master Collection and 
upgrades costing $3,000 were viciously scratched so I could not recover quickly or inexpensively. 
It takes special Plug and Play expertise to crash a laptop with a laser printer. What criminals do helps identify who they are. 

My Parents Were Both Physicians - Decades of loving, handwritten letters made their intentions to have their estates evenly 
divided between their two children very clear, I did nothing to change that. My brother exited a twenty two year career in 
Army Intelligence as a Colonel specializing in Psychological Operations and ended up with the bulk of my parents’ estates. 
Evidence was stolen and the integrity of the legal process compromised to try to stop me from fighting for my inheritance.

Brief Bio - Michele Moore:  Twenty years senior level management and technology consulting, SunTrust Bank, MBA Finance. 
HappinessHabit.com* and StealAnEstate.com* and HappinessInHardTimes.com* illustrate my other current activities.  
The attacks focus on strangling my business, slowing my product development and stopping my revenue generation.

Please Help Me Stop This or Refer Me To Someone Who Can. 

ReportingWrongdoing.com*  provides additional background information and details about recent criminal activity.

Michele Moore  (404) 934-1755**      (404) 266-2733**Google Voice       MicheleMooreHappy1@Gmail.com**  /   Twitter:  @MicheleHappy1 
New York Postal Address:  Michele Moore  P.O. Box 1084   New York, NY 10113-1084     See: http://HappinessHabit.TypePad.com/Contact  
*We hope you see the sites we’ve actually posted. **Try to talk to us in person, we don’t get any responses to this flyer.               Revised:  5/28/2015
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